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CITY OF MOUNTAIN VIEW  PUBLIC WORK DEPT.  TRASH & RECYCLING SPACE GUIDELINES REFERENCES

(X2) (X2)

No Change to Existing Trash Enclosure 
PUP approved designed and installed in 2015 PUP

CITY OF MOUNTAIN VIEW  PUBLIC WORK DEPT.  TRASH & RECYCLING SPACE GUIDELINES REFERENCES

(X2) (X2)

PUP approved designed and installed in 2015 PUP

CITY OF MOUNTAIN VIEW  PUBLIC WORK DEPT.  TRASH & RECYCLING SPACE GUIDELINES REFERENCES

(X2) (X2)

No Change to Existing Trash Enclosure 
PUP approved designed and installed in 2015 PUP

No Change to Existing
The existing driveway approach area was upgrades per Public
Work detail A7-A during the 2015 PUP approval requirement.

No Change to Existing

No Change to Existing

No Change to Existing
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Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load count 

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide difference 

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group suggestion 

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant) is a privately funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and 

provide affordable training of fencing sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a limited 

budget small startup institution, the intent of the group is to move into this existing building without making 

any tenant improvement upgrade other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59. 

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants         

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” long 

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.          

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

e) Also, this institution strictly provides fencing training classes only, no Exhibition/Competition setup 

with visitors/spectator is allowed. 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the 

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exercise 

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the 

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of adding 

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you 

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside Fencing Club 

Mobile:
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General Proposed Code Upgrade of Existing Restrooms

1)  Enlarge existing room width to accommodate required 60" min.
clearance between WC and Lavatory in restroom 103 and 104.

2)  Relocate existing fixtures and accessories to provide all required
code clearances and elevations.

3)   Install new power auto-door control to door of room 104
because of hallway clearance limitation.

4)   Install new urinal in restroom 104 to meet minimum fixture
count requirement.

 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Elkay ezH2O Bottle Filling Station with Single ADA Cooler Hands 
Free Activation Filtered Refrigerated Light Gray 

Model LZO8WSLK 
 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

Elkay ezH2O Bottle Filling Station with Single ADA Cooler Hands Free 
Activation Filtered Refrigerated Light Gray. Chilling Capacity of 8.0 

GPH (gallons per hour) of 50 F drinking water, based on 80 F inlet 

water and 90 F ambient, per ASHRAE 18 testing. Features shall 
include Antimicrobial*, Filtered, Green Ticker™, Hands Free, Laminar 
Flow, Real Drain, Visual Filter Monitor. Furnished with Flexi-Guard ® 
Safety Bubbler. Electronic Bottle Filler Sensor activation. Product shall 
be Wall Mount (On Wall), for Indoor applications, serving 1 station(s). 
Unit shall be certified to UL 399 and CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 120.    

 

Special Features: Antimicrobial, Filtered, Green Ticker™, 
Hands Free, Laminar Flow, Real 
Drain, Visual Filter Monitor 

Finish: Light Gray Granite  

Power: 115V/60Hz 

Bubbler Style: Flexi-Guard ® Safety Bubbler 

Activation by: Electronic Bottle Filler Sensor 

Mounting Type: Wall Mount (On Wall) 

Chilling Capacity*: 8.0 GPH 

Full Load Amps 6 

Rated Watts: 370 

Dimensions (L x W x H): 18-3/8" x 19" x 39-1/16" 

Approx. Shipping Weight: 85 lbs. 

Installation Location: Indoor 

No. of Stations Served: 1 

*Based on 80° F inlet water & 90° F ambient air temp for 50° F chilled 
drinking water. 

 

  

 

Included with Product: Water Cooler (LZO8WSL), 
Bottle Filler (LZWSR), 
Filter 

 Ships in multiple boxes. 
A Century of Tradition and Quality. 
For more than 100 years, Elkay has been making innovative 
products and providing exceptional customer care. We take pride in 
offering plumbing products that make life easier, inspire change and 
leave the world a better place.  

PRODUCT COMPLIANCE 

ADA & ICC A117.1 

EXISTING

ACCESSIBILITY
UPGRADES AREA

ENLARGED RESTROOM AREA

Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load count 

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide difference 

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group suggestion 

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant) is a privately funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and 

provide affordable training of fencing sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a limited 

budget small startup institution, the intent of the group is to move into this existing building without making 

any tenant improvement upgrade other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59. 

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants         

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” long 

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.          

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

e) Also, this institution strictly provides fencing training classes only, no Exhibition/Competition setup 

with visitors/spectator is allowed. 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the 

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exercise 

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the 

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of adding 

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you 

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside Fencing Club 

Mobile:
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Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load count 

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide difference 

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group suggestion 

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant) is a privately funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and 

provide affordable training of fencing sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a limited 

budget small startup institution, the intent of the group is to move into this existing building without making 

any tenant improvement upgrade other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59. 

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants         

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” long 

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.          

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

e) Also, this institution strictly provides fencing training classes only, no Exhibition/Competition setup 

with visitors/spectator is allowed. 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the 

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exercise 

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the 

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of adding 

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you 

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside  

Mobile: 408-937-8188 
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Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load coun

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide differe

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group sugges

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant) is a privately funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and 

provide affordable training of fencing sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a lim

budget small startup institution, the intent of the group is to move into this existing building without makin

any tenant improvement upgrade other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants   

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” 

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.    

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

e) Also, this institution strictly provides fencing training classes only, no Exhibition/Competition setu

with visitors/spectator is allowed. 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exer

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of add

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 
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Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load count 

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide differenc

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group suggesti

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant) is a privately funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and 

provide affordable training of fencing sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a limite

budget small startup institution, the intent of the group is to move into this existing building without making 

any tenant improvement upgrade other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59. 

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants       

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” lo

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.        

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

e) Also, this institution strictly provides fencing training classes only, no Exhibition/Competition setup 

with visitors/spectator is allowed. 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the 

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exercis

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the 

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of addin

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you 

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 
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Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load count 

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide differen

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group suggest

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant) is a privately funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and 

provide affordable training of fencing sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a limit

budget small startup institution, the intent of the group is to move into this existing building without making

any tenant improvement upgrade other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59. 

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants      

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” lo

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.       

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

e) Also, this institution strictly provides fencing training classes only, no Exhibition/Competition setup

with visitors/spectator is allowed. 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the 

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exerci

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the 

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of addin

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you 

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 
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Building Department Official 

City of Mountain View 

500 Castro St. 

Mountain View, CA 94041 

 

Dear Building Department Official, 

 

Thank you very much for your time and attention to review this letter about the actual occupant load count 

analysis of Bayside Fencing Club change of use application.  

 

As a result of some helpful review with the city planner and reviewer about our concern of the wide difference 

between actual/realistic occupant load vs standard code load factor of our fencing area, the group suggestion 

is for us to submit this letter for the building official to review and consider. 

 

Bayside Fencing Club (new tenant), as the very first fencing studio founded in Mountain View, is a privately 

funded small startup, intended to support, promote, and provide affordable training and instruction of fencing 

sport to the local community. Because Bayside Fencing Club is a limited budget small startup institution, the 

intent of the group is to move into this existing building without making any tenant improvement upgrade 

other than the needed accessibility code corrections. 

 

One concerning item in our code analysis is how the current code occupant load differ from the realistic 

actual occupant load of the fencing class area: 

 

a) The existing open area for fencing club class use is approx. 2,926 sf 

 

b) Based on CBC 1004.5 “Exercise rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, the occupant load is 59. 

 

c) However, because of the low-density nature of fencing sport/training requirement, 3 occupants         

(1 coach/referee + 2 fencers are required to occupy a minimum floor area of 6’-6” width by 46’-0” long 

regulated fencing strip), the class limitation is always set at 20 to 30 students maximum. 

 

d) Therefore, the realistic actual occupant load of this 2,926-sf space is only at 30 occupants max.          

(at 1 occupant per 100 sf) and not 59 occupants.  

 

 

Based on this realistic analysis of occupant load of a Fencing club, we would like the official to consider the 

following approach for review and approval.     

 

• For Life Safety Egress calculation reference, the design team remains using the CBC 1004.5 “Exercise 

rooms” occupant load factor of 50 gross, 59 occupant load for the fencing area = maximizing the 

egress requirements. 

 

• For Plumbing Fixture calculation, the design team would like to use the realistic 30 maximum 

occupant load for the fencing area = helping this small business to avoid the cost hardship of adding 

new restrooms.  

 

• Bayside Fencing Club is committed to still providing all the necessary code accessibility 

upgrades/correction to the existing 3 restrooms at this facility. 

Please help to consider the realistic plumbing count needs of this limited fund tenant and let us know if you 

have any questions. 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside Fencing Club 

Mobile: 408-937-8188 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside Fencing Club 

Mobile: 408-937-8188 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside Fencing Club 

Mobile: 408-937-8188 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Xin Zhang 

Bayside Fencing Club 

Mobile:  
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View 1 - Looking North from street front

View 2 - Looking West to Building B entrance

View 3 - Looking Northwest at Building B

View 4 - South elevation of Building B

View 5 - Existing Trash Enclosure

View 6 - Looking South at Driveway - adjacent Post Office dock area and parking

View 7 - Existing Bike Rack (Short Terms storage)

View 8 - Existing Bike Lockers (Long Term storage)

Note: There is no Propose Building Exterior and Site change in this PUP application.
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